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Abstract— Faraday rotation is a nonreciprocal rotation of1

wave polarization as a wave propagates. Faraday rotation is a2

critical property in a wide range of applications, from wireless3

communication to quantum memory, from bio-magnetic field4

detection to sensor applications. Characterizing the nonreciprocal5

polarization rotation accurately is very important for these6

applications. This article aims at developing a simple, automated7

test bench procedure based on simplified mathematical modeling8

to measure polarization rotation of an electromagnetic (EM) wave9

upon propagation through a nonreciprocal medium. A compre-10

hensive measurement approach is developed from the scattering11

matrix. The proposed measurement procedure is demonstrated12

using an electronically tunable nonreciprocal metamaterial, and13

the accuracy of the proposed method is verified by comparison to14

the well-accepted conventional measurement technique, as well15

as 3-D EM simulation.16

Index Terms— Faraday rotation, metamaterial, nonreciprocity,17

polarization rotation, test bench.18

I. INTRODUCTION19

POLARIZATION rotation, the change in orientation of20

the plane of polarization about the microwave/optical21

axis of a linearly polarized wave as it propagates through22

certain materials, is an important concept in both reciprocal23

and nonreciprocal systems. The precise determination of the24

polarization state of an electromagnetic (EM) wave is funda-25

mental for a wide variety of applications in microwaves, radio26

frequency (RF) front ends, astronomy, optics, and terahertz27

technology, and remote sensing, to name just a few. A linearly28

polarized EM wave may be represented as the sum of two cir-29

cularly polarized waves (right- and left-handed circular polar-30

ized waves) with opposite handedness and equal amplitude.31

Faraday rotation occurs when EM waves propagate through a32

nonreciprocal medium, whereupon the right-handed and left-33

handed circularly polarized waves (L/RHCP) propagate with34

different phase velocities, and experience different impedance35
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and refractive indices. These LHCP and RHCP waves start 36

to accumulate a phase difference as they propagate through 37

the medium, therefore, with respect to time and distance, 38

the direction of linear polarization changes. The greater the 39

deviation in phase velocity, the greater the rotation [1], [2], [3]. 40

The robust practical measurement of polarization rota- 41

tion in a nonreciprocal medium is very challenging. Various 42

approaches have been investigated to accurately measure Fara- 43

day rotation in various frequency regimes [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], 44

[9], [10] and the most conventional approach is to measure 45

polarization rotation by rotating an antenna [9]. However, 46

manual approaches to measure Faraday rotation lack precision 47

and are time-consuming. Therefore, a simple, realizable, cost- 48

effective, accurate test-bench model is of immense importance 49

to measure Faraday rotation. In this work, we have developed 50

a simplified and automatic S-parameter translation to measure 51

polarization rotation in a nonreciprocal environment using 52

a network analyzer. We apply our proposed measurement 53

method to one of our previously developed nonreciprocal 54

metamaterials, and we observe good agreement with manual 55

measurement. Furthermore, our proposed model will work for 56

a nonreciprocal slab of finite thickness. 57

The article is organized as follows. In Section II, we pro- 58

vide insight to the mechanism of EM nonreciprocity and 59

various polarization rotations, in Section III, we present the 60

S parameter analysis leading to simplified automatic Faraday 61

rotation measurement and, in Section IV, we benchmark our 62

proposed measurement model with simulation and with a 63

conventional approach on one of our previously implemented 64

tunable nonreciprocal metasurfaces. 65

II. ELECTROMAGNETIC NONRECIPROCITY AND 66

POLARIZATION ROTATION 67

A system can be subdivided into two broad categories based 68

on its interaction with EM waves: reciprocal and nonrecipro- 69

cal. A reciprocal system is one in which the fields created 70

by the source at an observation point is the same when 71

source and observation points exchange position, which can 72

be represented by the scattering parameter equality, S = ST. 73

Devices such as antennas, passive RLC electrical circuits, 74

and most RF components are reciprocal. On the other hand, 75

nonreciprocity, and the associated broken time reversal (TR) 76
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Fig. 1. Matrix representation of various media and classification of non-
reciprocal and reciprocal media.

symmetry, dictates that the field created by the source and77

measured at the observation point is different when source and78

observation points are interchanged, and can be represented79

by S �= ST [3], [11], [12]. As an example, nonreciprocal80

components such as gyrators, isolators, and circulators, are81

very important because of their impact on military applica-82

tions, telecommunications, and so on [11], [13]. There are83

various reported approaches to that achieve nonreciprocity84

since the 1950s such as using ferrite materials biased by85

a static magnetic field, and the latest concept of achieving86

nonreciprocity using time modulation [12]. In all reported87

cases of achieving nonreciprocity, the fundamental concept88

is breaking TR symmetry (TRS) which is unassociated with89

loss [2], [3].90

Polarization rotation is directly related to material proper-91

ties, and system conditions. For example, polarization rotation92

in various material and structural systems, such as chiral93

materials, wire grid polarizers, ferrites, plasmas, birefringents,94

and gyrotropic mediums are different; polarization rotation95

may be reciprocal, or nonreciprocal. If a linearly polarized96

wave travels forward through a nonreciprocal medium by a97

distance l, gets reflected, and travels back to the starting point,98

the polarization rotation angle can be represented as [14]99

φ = 1

2
(k+ − k−)l (1)100

where wavenumber is k± = χ
√

�μ±, impedance is η± =101

(μ±/�)1/2 and permeability is μ± = μ1 ± μ2. Therefore, the102

LHCP and RHCP waves exhibit different phases, impedances,103

and refractive indices.104

Polarization rotation, the phase difference between cross105

polarized components, and transmission parameters (S21,106

S12) are key performance indicators to characterize non-107

reciprocity. For example, nonreciprocal gyrotropy is the usual108

way to achieve nonreciprocity via having a certain type of109

off-diagonal elements in the μ or � tensor. Fig. 1 represents110

the matrix form of various reciprocal and nonreciprocal cases.111

In bulk media nonreciprocity requires asymmetric electric112

permittivity and magnetic permeability which can be classified113

as gyroelectric (ε �= εT) and gyromagnetic (μ �= μT),114

respectively, wherein Fig. 1, k in the off-diagonal terms115

represent the gyrotropic parameters. Nonreciprocal gyrotropic116

and gyromagnetic materials exhibit off-diagonal tensor ele-117

ments, whereas, reciprocal cases such as uniaxial or biaxial118

material do not have any off-diagonal elements, hence, the119

Fig. 2. Criteria for TRS and TR asymmetry. (a) Isotropic medium (b) Chiral
medium (reciprocal). (c) Faraday system by unaltered external magnetic bias,
hence, TRS breaking, an example of a nonreciprocal system.

gyrotropic response of the magnetized ferrites is evident. 120

In addition, the presence of off-diagonal tensor components, 121

and nonreciprocal materials exhibit cross polarized phase and 122

magnitude difference [15]. It is important to note here that 123

systems with symmetric tensors ε = εT or μ = μT with 124

nonzero off-diagonal elements exhibit polarization rotation 125

(optical activity), however, in a reciprocal way [16]. 126

To characterize material interactions with EM waves, 127

in Fig. 2 we show three different systems that can be 128

classified with respect to TR symmetry and asymmetry [3]. 129

Fig. 2(a) depicts an isotropic medium where there is not 130

any polarization rotation and hence, is classified as recip- 131

rocal. Fig. 2(b) represents a chiral system, where the x 132

polarized wave travels through the medium and experiences 133

a polarization rotation of φ0 at the receiver end, and if it 134

reflects and travels in the reverse direction it will experience a 135

polarization rotation of −φ0. As a result, the field polarization 136

of a chiral system symmetrically returns to its original state, 137

hence, this is a reciprocal system. Fig. 2(c) depicts Faraday 138

rotation in the presence of a static B0 field. The applied static 139

magnetic bias breaks time-reversal symmetry, making the 140

process time-reversal asymmetric [2], [3], [17]. In comparison 141

to the chiral case, the wave experiences φ0 rotation, then 142

in the reverse direction it experiences another φ0 rotation, 143

revealing Faraday rotation [18]. To recapitulate, the process of 144

polarization rotation can be reciprocal or nonreciprocal. In the 145

case of Faraday rotation, the sign (clockwise or anticlockwise) 146

is determined relative to the axis along which TRS is broken, 147

whereas, in chiral media exhibits reciprocal magneto-electric 148

coupling, the sign of rotation is determined relative to the 149

propagation direction [15], [19]. The next section will be 150
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Fig. 3. Two-port network model where medium 1 and 3 are reciprocal and
medium 2 is nonreciprocal.

focused on developing a realistic model for the measurement151

of polarization rotation in a transparent medium.152

III. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION AND PRACTICAL153

REALIZATION154

Fig. 3 depicts a two-port network segmented into three155

parts used for our mathematical modeling of Faraday rotation,156

where segments 1 and 3 represent reciprocal media and157

segment 2 represents nonreciprocal media. Superscript +/−158

represents forward/backward waves. For practical realization,159

focus will be on measuring E+
1 , E−

1 , E+
3 , and E−

3 in terms160

of S matrices which can be represented by reflection and161

transmission components as162

−→
S =

�−→r (−) −→
t (−)

−→
t (+) −→r (+)

�
=

�−→
S 11

−→
S 12−→

S 21
−→
S 22

�
(2)163

the arrow defines tensor components and −→r and
−→
t define the164

reflection and transmission tensors, respectively.165

Therefore, (2) can be represented as166

−→
S =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

Syy
11 Sxy

11 Syy
12 Sxy

12

Syx
11 Sxx

11 Syx
12 Syy

12

Syy
21 Sxy

21 Syy
R R Sxy

22

Syx
21 Sxx

21 Syx
22 Syy

22

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3)167

where the wave is being transmitted in the Z -direction and168

the first and second subscript/superscript represents port num-169

ber/polarization of receiver and transmitter antenna, respec-170

tively. In our proposed transmission-based measurement, four171

S-parameter coefficients (i.e., S21) are measured for differ-172

ent transmit polarizations. For example, the cross-polarized173

S-parameter Sxy
21 (Syx

21 ) is described as the transmission coef-174

ficient from antenna 1 to antenna 2 when the incident wave175

is y(x) polarized and the received wave is x(y) polarized.176

Similarly, the co-polarized S-parameter Syy
21 (Sxx

21 ) is described177

as the transmission coefficient from antenna 1 to antenna178

2 when the incident wave is y(x) polarized and the received179

wave is y(x) polarized. We obtain Faraday rotation when the180

cross polarized transmission component from port 1 and port181

2 are not the same. We can easily calculate Faraday rotation182

by using (4) as described in the Appendix [1], [20], [21], [22]183

θF = 1

2
tan−1



t��
t��

�
(4)184

where t�� defines the transmission component due to both185

incident waves from port 1 and received waves at port 2 being186

LHCP. Similarly, t�� defines the transmission component due187

to an incident and received waves being RHCP. Therefore,188

from (3) Faraday rotation can be represented in terms of S 189

parameters in linear polarization as 190

θF = 1

2
tan−1

�
Sxx

21 + Syy
21 − i


Sxy

21 − Syx
21

�
Sxx

21 + Syy
21 + i


Sxy

21 − Syx
21

�
�

. (5) 191

Fig. 4(a)–(d) depicts the various co-polarized and cross- 192

polarized states of the receiver with respect to the transmitter, 193

while Fig. 4(e)–(h) shows the measured S-parameters asso- 194

ciated with each case in Fig. 4(a)–(d), respectively. From 195

the measurement, it is clear that the co-polarized measure- 196

ments Fig. 4(e) and (g) show very little sign of isolation 197

while the cross-polarized measurements Fig. 4(f)–(h) exhibit 198

a large amount of isolation at the resonant frequency. A major 199

challenge in measuring Faraday rotation is that while the 200

transmission is maximum at resonance, it is still very low. 201

To account for Faraday rotation accurately, the signal from 202

antenna 1 to antenna 2 and vice versa must pass through the 203

metasurface only. As a result, the metasurface at a far-field 204

distance from both antennas must be sufficiently large. Fur- 205

thermore, when the transmission coefficients are very weak, 206

the diffraction on the edges might be comparable or even 207

greater than the desirable transmitted signal which affects the 208

measurements. To quantify if edge effects are present, the 209

metasurface can be repositioned in the xy plane (keeping it 210

in-plane, at the same distance to the antenna) and if these 211

small lateral movements do not change the results, then 212

no edge effects are likely to present. In summary, careful 213

consideration of test bench setup, calibration, and surrounding 214

environment is very important to measure transmission-based 215

nonreciprocal polarization rotation. Once the co-polarized and 216

cross-polarized S-parameter coefficients are measured, an in- 217

house script is used to compute Faraday rotation calculation 218

with respect to frequency using (5). 219

IV. SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT 220

In our previous work [23], we calculated and measured 221

the Faraday rotation of a normally incident plane wave on 222

an electronically tunable nonreciprocal metasurface. Tunable 223

nonreciprocity in the metasurface was introduced using a 224

field effect transistor (FET) with variable gate–source and 225

drain–source bias conditions. Here, we elaborate on the mea- 226

surement procedure used in [23], and show agreement between 227

the calculated and manually measured results for a set bias 228

condition where the drain–source current is saturated. 229

Fig. 5 shows a block diagram of the measurement procedure 230

to calculate Faraday rotation from the measured S-parameters 231

over the operational frequency range. The diagram depicts the 232

fabricated metasurface placed equidistant between the anten- 233

nas, in the minimum required far-field. A 30V 5A HY3005F- 234

3 linear dc power supply is used to bias the metasurface. 235

Once the mechanical setup and calibration (S-Short, O-Open, 236

L-Load, T-Through) of the Keysight E8361 vector network 237

analyzer (VNA) is completed, a measurement is performed 238

to obtain the co-polarized and cross-polarized S-parameter 239

coefficients, which are then fed into (5) to calculate Faraday 240

rotation with respect to operating frequency. A nonreciprocal 241

system will exhibit a phase difference in the cross-polarization, 242
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Fig. 4. (a)–(d) Automatic Faraday rotation measurement in four steps leading to combined numerical calculation (left). (e)–(h) Measured S-parameter spectra
for Co-Pol and Cross-Pol configurations used to calculate Faraday rotation.

Fig. 5. Process flow of proposed automatic Faraday rotation as a function
of frequency.

however, the co-polarized states exhibit no phase difference.243

This principle holds for both Faraday (transmission-based) and244

Kerr (reflection-based) rotation [15], [23].245

For comparison, a manual method to measure Faraday246

rotation at different operating frequency points can be used247

(see [23] for details regarding the measurement setup). Fig. 6248

shows the measured Faraday rotation obtained using the auto-249

matic (calculated) and manual measurement with respect to250

the frequency range of operation. Besides, for benchmarking,251

we have compared our measured results with simulation [23].252

We achieve a very good agreement between simulation, man-253

ual measurement, and proposed automatic measurement. The254

slight resonance shift between simulation and measurement255

is due to the dielectric permittivity shift at a high frequency256

of the material (fr4) from its nominal catalog value we have257

used in the metasurface simulation. To measure the Faraday258

rotation, the conventional approach is to rotate the receiving259

antenna until maximum transmission (i.e., maximum |S21| or260

|S12|) is achieved, which we are calling manual measurement261

in the literature. Furthermore, a detailed model validation has262

been described in Appendix B.263

Fig. 6. Measurement of Faraday rotation based on automatic and manual
process and comparison with simulation.

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF THE RECENTLY PROPOSED MEASUREMENT OF

NONRECIPROCAL POLARIZATION ROTATION

Table I compares/contrasts the proposed method with the 264

various other methods of measuring Faraday rotation reported 265

by researchers over the last years. Parsa et al. [10] proposed 266
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Fig. 7. (a) Comparative analysis of deembedding impact on Faraday rotation.
(b) Simulation setup with floquet port and deembedding option active, the
arrow direction from port to metasurface define the deembedding distance.

two measurement setup of nonreciprocal polarization rotation267

in nickel nanowires where they measured Faraday rotation268

with respect to various applied magnetic field. The first set269

of experiments was performed to confirm the existence of270

Faraday rotation in the material under test (MUT) and in the271

second set of experiments, birefringence was eliminated by272

employing quasi-optical components and the Faraday rotation273

angle was calculated using Mueller matrix. Proposed setup274

requires a number of apparatuses such as lens, polarizing filter,275

beam splitter, antennas, spherical mirror and offers measure-276

ment of Faraday rotation over discrete points. Kodera et al. [9]277

measured Faraday rotation in various electronic bias condition.278

Their proposed method is based on the reflected wave from279

the surface of the device under test (DUT) [9]. Both receiving280

and transmitting antennas need to be placed on the same side281

of the metasurface and they measured nonreciprocal polariza-282

tion rotation based on rotating the antenna. Sounas et al. [7]283

proposed a waveguide-based measurement method where they284

extracted Faraday rotation with respect to various applied285

magnetic biases. They used graphene on a quartz substrate286

which is inserted in the middle of a circular waveguide, con-287

nected to two identical rectangular-coaxial adapters through288

circular-rectangular transitions where the bottom transition is289

rotated by an angle with respect to the top one. In compar-290

ison with other works, our proposed measurement procedure291

offers a very simple, cost-effective, precise measurement of292

polarization rotation and can be applied to the DUT of293

various dimension. In addition, in our proposed model we294

can calculate Faraday rotation over all frequencies whereas295

most of the conventional approaches are based on manual296

measurement of Faraday rotation by rotating the receiving297

antenna at various frequency points and post interpolation298

between those discrete data points which lacks the resolution299

to assess important details.300

V. CONCLUSION301

To summarize, we have presented an S-parameter model302

leading to a very simple and accurate test-bench setup to mea-303

sure polarization rotation in an anisotropic medium using our304

previously designed nonreciprocal metasurface. The numerical305

modeling has been analyzed and verified. We envision that 306

this proposed model will add a new building block in the 307

measurement of polarization rotation and can be implemented 308

in different types of polarization rotation systems utilizing two 309

linearly polarized antennas and a network analyzer. 310

APPENDIX A 311

MAPPING BETWEEN TRANSMISSION MATRIX IN LINEAR 312

AND CIRCULAR BASIS 313

The transmission matrix on a linear basis can be mapped 314

to a transmission matrix on a circular basis by following the 315

advanced Jones calculus [24] as 316�
t�� t��
t�� t��

�
= 1

2

�
P Q
R S

�
(6) 317

where 318

P = txx + tyy + i(txy − tyx) 319

Q = txx − tyy − i(txy + tyx) 320

R = txx − tyy + i(txy + tyx) 321

S = txx + tyy − i(txy − tyx) 322

and t�� = Incident RHCP to recieved RHCP, t�� = Incident 323

LHCP to recieved RHCP, t�� = Incident RHCP to recieved 324

LHCP, and t�� = Incident LHCP to recieved LHCP. 325

APPENDIX B 326

PROPOSED MODEL VALIDATION 327

In this section, we will discuss about the validation of 328

our proposed measurement model. To calculate nonreciprocal 329

rotation taking the phase of the propagating wave and their 330

interaction with the DUT is very important. In the EM 331

environment, we benchmark the simulated performance based 332

on the proposed mathematical model. Fig. 7(a) shows the 333

simulated Faraday rotation based on deembedding and without 334

deembedding where we observed the maximum rotation at res- 335

onance is slightly lower if we do not deembed the metasurface 336

from the free-space regions between the floquet port and DUT. 337

Fig. 7(b) shows the simulation setup with deembedding option 338

active. During the cosimulation, we have taken 377 � for the 339

floquet port impedances to mimic the output impedance of 340

horn antenna. 341

Although deembedding, i.e., isolating the metasurface 342

S-parameters from the composite free-space/metafurface/free- 343

space system, is very important in extracting the Faraday 344

rotation, we did not have accurate fixture and calk it to 345

correctly take the deembedding from antenna to DUT. Besides, 346

calibration up to the DUT plane might be very complicated 347

based on the mathematical modeling discussed here. Our 348

proposed mathematical model requires extraction of four dif- 349

ferent polarization states (i.e., xx , yy, xy, and yx). Therefore, 350

accurate calibration up to the DUT plane requires all four 351

polarization states be taken into account. In order to simplify 352

the procedure, as previously mentioned we used the SOLT 353

calibration which takes the calibration from the VNA to the 354

antenna port. Fig. 8 shows the test bench setup. Both antennas 355

are placed at a minimum far-field distance from the DUT, 356
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Fig. 8. (a) Test bench setup with mounted horn antennas, one fixed (top) and
the other variable (bottom). The metamaterial is placed equidistant between
the two antennas in the far-field. The power supply used to bias the gate
and drain terminals of transistors in the metamaterial is shown bottom right.
(b) Zoomed-in view of dashed section outlined in (a). (c) Zoomed-in view of
dashed section outlined in (b) shows the receiving horn antenna mounted on a
Lazy Suzan with a protractor used to measure the rotation angle manually with
respect to the co-polarized state, for the manual measurement method [23].

Fig. 9. Measured S21 and S12 (a) in absence of metasurface, (b) in presence
of metasurface without any applied bias condition, and (c) in presence
of metasurface with applied bias condition, an example of nonreciprocity.
(d) Normalized S parameter from (b) and (c).

which is positioned in the middle. The dimension of the DUT357

has been calculated based on the antenna beamwidth at that358

position so that the wave propagates from antenna 1 (2) to359

antenna 2 (1) only through the DUT. The test bench has been360

developed based on wood and plastic (low permittivity) to361

avoid any unwanted reflection.362

In order to improve accuracy and validate our proposed363

model, we computed the S-parameters in different steps.364

Fig. 9(a) shows the free space measurement where we measure365

the S21 and S12 removing the DUT. As expected, we do366

not observe any nonreciprocal behavior. Fig. 9(b) shows 367

the S-parameter in presence of DUT. However, there is no 368

electrical bias applied and we observe the metasurface itself 369

in absence of bias is reciprocal, hence, the metasurface does 370

not exhibit any Faraday rotation in the absence of bias, 371

as expected. This step helps us to understand the loss due 372

to the meatasurface board. Fig. 9(c) shows when we turn on 373

the bias condition and we observe the nonreciprocal behavior 374

from S parameter in forward and reverse direction. Fig. 9(d) 375

shows normalized S parameter with respect to the nominal 376

condition. We can still take the phase changes into account and 377

extract Faraday rotation based on the proposed model. We have 378

applied similar approaches to calculate all required polariza- 379

tions. Furthermore, in simulation and in both measurement 380

procedures discussed here, we have taken the same reference 381

plane and distance between the antenna and metasurface to 382

compare/contrast and be consistent. 383
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